
Rock Valley, 86 Quilty Road
The Complete Rural Package

Introducing 86 Quilty Road, Rock Valley. If you are looking for a manageable rural
lifestyle property with diversity then this property could be for you. Within 20
minutes drive to Lismore on sealed road, this property has plenty to offer. The
main home is well maintained and offers 3 bedrooms with built-ins, main
bedroom with AC, separate dining, lounge and kitchen. The wood combustion
fireplace will be perfect during those fresh winter days. There is a large rumpus /
entertaining area downstairs which is perfect for additional storage, a teenagers
retreat or space for guests and is serviced with a second bathroom. Internal
access is provided from the double garage. The 6.6Kw solar system will assist
with the rising costs of living and the in-ground pool will be perfect for those hot
summer days. The shedding is extensive with a 6 bay shed with 5 drive-in bays.
one of which has been design with extra height for the caravan or boat and has
mezzanine storage as well. There's also 2 garden sheds, 3 other sheds plus the
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old diary. In addition to all this there is another 2 bedroom home which is
included and will cater for those looking for extended family options or as a
rental investment and additional income. The land is approx 40 acres and is
currently running cattle and can comfortably hold 20 breeders. The internal and
external fencing is in good order with 8 paddocks for stock rotation. The 2 dams
provide water for the cattle and there's an old well that could be reinstated if
required. The cattle yards are complete with loading ramp and crush for cattle
work. The property has also previously produced small crops offering further
diversity. For those with school children, the school bus drops off at the front gate
for added convenience.  86 Quilty Road Rock Valley presents a wonderful
opportunity for those looking for that rural lifestyle experience. For more
information or an inspection please contact either Robert Menin M: 0414 252 190,
E: rmenin.lismore@ljh.com.au or Geoff Venn M: 0405 760 536, E:
gvenn.lismore@ljh.com.au
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